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A team with a history of success in aviation and finance. GA-Finance has expanded its management team to equip itself to be able to capture
international opportunities.  
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Where is the Money?  Overview of the fund-raising scene

It is tough out there…

 2016 has started as one of the worst periods for fund raising since the financial crisis

 Equity remains hard to find while debt is available (non recourse and credit based) but there is a wide
dispersion in the range of capital cost

 Private Equity is still investing but is very cautious.  Many of the major players now have the exposure they
need

 Public Equity; some success in 2015 ( eg. Wizz Air ) but 2016 IPO outlook is relatively weak

 Structured Finance; difficult for airlines to access unless large in size.  Some lessors have closed
securitizations in 2015 but several in late 2015/ 2016 have been cancelled due to market volatility and
competition from other asset types

 Lessors favoured by capital markets; demand still strong for business of size and scale – eg Avolon IPO and
subsequent sale to Bohai Leasing
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Where is the Money?  Overview of the fund-raising scene
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Capital currently prefers lessors to airline operators

Why?

 Potential for larger scale

 More readily diversified credit risk

 Easier to be diversified by aircraft type and geography

 Not in the ‘Spot Market”

 Risk is lower and scale can be larger 

= lower potential cost of capital

As competition increases in regional aircraft leasing, with more lessors of scale in the market, these 
advantages should benefit operators

How does the finance world perceive our industry?  
The macros explain why investment has been so high for mainstream sector

Source: Goldman Sachs Industry Sector Overview June 2015
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Volatility and Risk – a key factor in support of leasing overall

Source: Goldman Sachs Industry Sector Overview June 2015

• Investors favour aircraft leasing over other sectors

• Taking Net Income from 2007 to 2014 adjusted for 
non-cash impairments and transaction costs

• Mainstream sector – Boeing and Airbus operators and 
lessors. An efficient and very competitive market

• With some exceptions, the mainstream finance world 
still does not regard the regional sector in the same 
way it does the mainstream

• Finance sector believes that airlines are riskier than 
lessors and that regional sector is riskier than 
mainstream

• Equity investors “discovered” aircraft leasing many 
years ago,  but specialist regional aircraft leasing has 
only been recognised as a niche opportunity in recent 
years ( eg, Oaktree, Fortress)
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Asset value volatility; A mitigation factor in risk perception favouring the regional sector
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Economics of Lease v Purchase
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Some factors;

 The cost and availability of equity and debt

 Lessors are treated differently than airlines 
by banks and capital markets

 100% finance vs Max of 75-80%

 Fixed rental vs variable or fixed monthly 
payments

 Cash-Flow costs & timing

Is separating ownership from operations right for regional airlines?

Example: New ATR72-600

Economics of Lease v Purchase

Operating Lease SLB Secured Loan

Price: US$21m

Loan Term: 120 mths

LTV (75%): US$15.75m

Loan RV: US$5.25m (25%)

Interest (fixed): 1.5%

Margin: 4% 

Payment/mth: US$137,400

Price: US$21m

Term: 120 mths

Mkt Rent: 185,000/mth

Deposit: 3 mths

Engine MR: US$180/CYC

Airframe MR: US$50/FH

Gear MR: US$20/CYC

Utilisation: 150 hrs/mth

FH/CYC Ratio: 1:1
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Example:  New ATR72-600

Rent: US$185,000/mth

MR/mth: US$37,500/mth

Deposit: US$555,000

Down PMT: 0

Balloon:  0

PV Rent & MR: US$21.1m

Operating Lease SLB

Payment/mth (PMT):          US$137,400/mth

MR/mth: Internal Reserve

Deposit: 0

Down Payment (DPMT): US$5,250,000

Loan Balloon: US$5,250,000

PV PMT, DPMT & MR:       US$24.8m *

Secured Loan

Economics of Lease v Purchase

Purchase requires that the sale price is > US$6.1m at loan termination to be economically viable over 
leasing - assuming the aircraft is quickly sold and not taking into account remarketing costs or 
reconfiguration required.  With a leased aircraft, this is the lessors problem. 

* No PDP accounted 
for
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Regional Aircraft Leasing – Current Position and the Outlook over the next 5 years

 Leasing will continue its growth in the regional sector and become more popular

 Raising money will remain “easier” for lessors than airlines for some time to come, with the potential for
lower costs of capital

 Regional Aircraft leasing market is relatively inefficient compared to mainstream Boeing / Airbus leasing with
far fewer operators bidding for SLB.  There is a relatively high degree of concentration to a small number of 
lessors in the regional sector

 Number of lessors focused on regional types set to grow, provided they can access capital at a sensible
price. 

 Macro factors for the regional sector remain strong. This will continue to support growth and make capital
available

 Potential lessees are set to have more choice in available lessors, with the potential for lower capital costs to
ultimately be transferred to lessees

 The “market efficiency gap” in terms of finance and the regional market vs the mainstream will narrow and
the market will become more efficient - airline operators can expect more lessors to bid for their business in 
the future
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GA-Finance | Specialists in regional aircraft leasing and management
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Disclaimer
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This Document is for information and discussion purposes only and it is not an offer to purchase the shares of any fund as may be
referred to herein.

The information provided in this document is confidential and shall not be reproduced in whole or in part for any purpose.

Information in this presentation is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to serve as, and must not be relied upon
as a guarantee, an assurance, a prediction or a definitive statement of fact or probability.

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of GA-Finance or on behalf its current or future members,
officers, employees, advisers or any other persons as to the accuracy, fairness or sufficiency of the information or opinions contained
in this document and none of the information contained in this document has been independently verified by GA-Finance or any other
person.

Save in the case of fraud, no liability is accepted for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies in such information or opinions. Further, no
liability or responsibility is accepted for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly or consequential loss or damage, from any
use of this document or its contents.


